Unit 3: Building a Bibliography - Articles

Goal: A final choice of topic and completed bibliography of articles and books

1. What Research Questions are you exploring in your research? (Specific time and place are crucial questions)

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. List two keyword search terms or library of congress subject headings that you think should help you find articles on this topic.

1. ________________________________________   2. ________________________________________

3. Search in [2] DIFFERENT article databases for the full text of two different articles. List the citation information for each article that relates to your research.
   [i.e., JSTOR, Academic Search Premier, World History Collection, Academic OneFile, ProQuest Research Library, Religion & Philosophy, ATLA Religion Database, Hawaii Pacific Journal Index, & Bibliography of Asian Studies]

   Example: (in MLA format)
   First Database Searched: JSTOR
   Article Citation: [Author. “Title of the article,” Journal title volume, issue number (Date): page numbers.]

   How are you able to get the full text of this article? Please check one.
   Step 1: □ In the database I searched
   Step 2: □ In a different library database (SFX link to full text)
   Step 3: X □ Found it in the library catalog as a periodical (journal) title
   Step 4: □ No full text available at BYU-H; I will Interlibrary Loan this article

1. First Database Searched: _________________________________________________________________
   Article Citation: _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________

   How are you able to get the full text of this article? Please check one.
   Step 1: □ In the database I searched
   Step 2: □ In a different library database (SFX link to full text)
   Step 3: □ Found it in the library catalog as a periodical (journal) title
   Step 4: □ No full text available at BYU-H; I will Interlibrary Loan this article
2. Second [and different] Database Searched: _____________________________________________________

Article Citation: _________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

How are you able to get the full text of this article? Please check one.

Step 1: [□] In the database I searched

Step 2: [□] In a different library database (SFX link to full text)

Step 3: [□] Found it in the library catalog as a periodical (journal) title

Step 4: [□] No full text available at BYU-H; I will Interlibrary Loan this article